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Very High-speed Digital Subscriber Line Two (VDSL2) is rapidly emerging as the preferred vehicle for 
businesses connecting to the internet over existing copper wiring. As business broadband demands have 
become increasingly sophisticated and bandwidth intensive, DSL technologies have evolved to keep 
pace – progressing from ADSL2+ to the very high-speed broadband service rates of VDSL2, to further 
enhancements like copper pair bonding. Coupled with Datavo’s fiber network, VDSL2 is a resilient and 
increasingly powerful vehicle allowing businesses fast access to advanced IP applications and services 
like hosted phone solutions and cloud computing.

Datavo VDSL is an ideal alternative for T1 and bonded T1 

customers who are seeking higher download speeds. Datavo 

provides VDSL products at 12 Mbps, 18 Mbps and 24 Mbps 

download speeds. One of the great advantages of VDSL is 

that it is delivered over the existing telephone lines and does 

not require expensive fiber build outs.  Also, VDSL is much 

more reliable than T1s and DS3 circuits because it uses 

bonding technologies; therefore, in the instance a single 

telephone line were to go down you do not lose entire broad-

band connectivity. The product readjusts so that the other 

available telephone lines are used to deliver the required 

broadband. In addition, our VDSL products include one stat-

ic subnet or four assignable IP addresses.

Special Features
• Delivered over the existing telephone wiring, no 
   construction required

• Secure and reliable service - deployed using 4 
   telephone lines

•  Available telephone lines recalibrate to cover the loss of       
   any single circuit

• Increase download speeds without sacrificing 
   upload speeds
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